
Moving for all to 
grow since 1866



We move freight and 
passengers on ferry routes 
and provide logistics 
solutions to a wide range 
of businesses



C.F. Tietgen merged four Danish steamship companies to DFDS (Det Forenede Dampskibs-Selskab)in 1866. 
The new company enabled trade that was growing exponentially in the wake of the industrialisation, 
creating growth for all. Products and coal from the UK, the world’s industrial locomotive at that time, 
were transported to the textile and energy-demanding markets in Scandinavia and other countries. Here, 
the steam ships gave farmers access to the UK’s rapidly growing market for food and raw materials.

DFDS developed quickly with the growth it helped create. Around 1900, DFDS steam ships connected 
farmers around the Black Sea with the new Russian industrial area near St. Petersburg. DFDS started 
routes to the USA, bringing back soya cake as feed to European farmers and supporting their 
transformation from exporters of livestock to producers and exporters of processed products like butter 
and bacon. DFDS also connected Danish and Scandinavian cities with each other and with the world. All 
this was based on a fleet of more than 120 ships, among the largest in the world at the time.

DFDS transported immigrants who sought a better future in the USA. During the world wars, DFDS shipped 
supplies of critical food and coal to the struggling people of Europe. Jobs and industry were kept alive. 
After the war, DFDS’ ships, many now powered by diesel engines, kept moving – products from USA to 
Europe, people between countries, goods between UK and mainland Europe, between the Mediterranean 
and Scandinavia and to and from Iceland. At the end of the sixties, DFDS was the first to develop a ro-ro 
service, paving the way for more efficient shipping of trucks and trailers carrying industrial cargo.

Our history
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Our logistics activities were developed from 
1972, connecting people and businesses from 
door-to-door to make everyone grow. 

When DFDS acquired Dan Transport in 1998, 
the business area became one of the largest 
forwarding and logistics companies in Northern 
Europe. After the acquisition of Norfolkline in 
2010, U.N. Ro-Ro in 2018 and several logistics 
acquisitions, DFDS has again transformed itself 
to become a unique European Shipping and 
Logistics Group providing vital infrastructure 
services in Europe.

Today, DFDS has set a firm course towards 
development of digital capabilities to continue 
fulfilling the purpose the company was born 
with: We move for all to grow.

Our history
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Key results 2020 
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Torben Carlsen, President and CEO of DFDS Group

For more information: Download our full 2019 CSR Report

”Our industry has a large footprint that
we are adressing responsibly. This also
means we have a big potential to make
a positive difference by reducing our
environmental impact.”

https://assets.ctfassets.net/mivicpf5zews/5QUrsoZCaGAMe63zG4TV3V/448a95d1ad2bf393b0266298f87d5582/DFDS_CSR_report_2019.pdf


Our ambitions
Support marine environment

Responsible neighbour
Improve air quality

UN Sustainable Delevopment Goals

Caring
employer

Our ambitions
Well-being for all employees

Inclusive workplace
Opportunities to do good

UN Sustainable Delevopment Goals

Cornerstones of our CSR strategy
Aligning with the UN Sustainable Development Goals

Environmental
footprint



Support the marine environment

Sustain ocean life, reduce emissions into the sea and 
support marine research and education

Environmental footprint
Our ambitions

Be a responsible neighbour

Contribute to a cleaner environment by reducing
pollution, waste, noise and light in the communities
where we operate

Improve air quality

Operate in a more environmentally friendly and 
efficient way to reduce emissions of CO2, NOX, sulphur
and other particles

Target:

45% reduction in 
carbon emissions 
by 2030



Ground-breaking facility

We are building a new ground-breaking hydrogen and e-fuel
production facility, together with Copenhagen Airports, A.P. 
Moller - Maersk, DSV Panalpina, SAS, Ørsted, Nel, Everfuel
and Haldor Topsøe.

When fully scaled-up by 2030, the project could deliver 
more than 250,000 tonnes of sustainable fuel for buses, 
trucks, maritime vessels, and airplanes every year.

Helping decarbonise Denmark

The electrolyser facility will help decarbonise our 
businesses and contribute to reaching Denmark’s ambitious 
goal of reducing carbon emissions by 70% by 2030 
compared to 1990, by replacing fossil fuels in heavy 
transport with sustainable fuels.

We want to produce sustainable 
fuels for road, maritime and air 
transport

Innovation



Ensure well-being for all employees

We want our employees to be happy when they
go to work and when they go home, so we support 
their physical and mental health

Caring employer
Our ambitions

Be an inclusive workplace

Diverse teams make better decisions, so we seek
differences in ethnicity, gender, language, age, 
sexual orientation, religion, socio-economic status, 
physical and mental ability, thinking styles, 
experience and education

Provide opportunities to do good

We do good and care about each other in the 
communities where we operate

Target:

30% female 
employees 
by 2023



Once again welcome to DFDS 
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